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Introduction:

By default Vicidial uses a very basic Answering Machine Detection (AMD) system. It is the stock 
AMD application that comes with Asterisk. This AMD application is not very good. It only averages 
between 70 and 80 percent accuracy. Couple this with the changes in Asterisk 13 with how it handles 
calls with no audio and you can see a major increase in the number of calls with Dead Air and 
Answering Machines getting through to your agents. To counter act this Vicidial has partnered with 
KHOMP to provide an advanced call classification capabilities. By placing calls to your carrier through
a properly configured KHOMP gateway, Vicidial is able to query the KHOMP gateway about the call 
and take the appropriate actions for it.

How it works:

Vicidial sends a SIP Invite to the KHOMP Gateway. Vicidial adds an X-HEADER to this SIP Invite 
with a tracking field and id. The KHOMP Gateway then uses its own routing system to forward this SIP
Invite onto your carrier(s). If the carrier returns a 200 OK, the KHOMP Gateway does not immediately 
the 200 OK to the Vicidial server. Instead it starts running audio analysis on the incoming audio from 
the carrier. If it determines that the call is worth routing to Vicidial it will send Vicidial the 200 OK for 
the call and redirect the audio stream to Vicidial. Upon receiving this 200 OK Vicidial will send the call
into the outbound routing engine. The routing engine then issues an API call to the KHOMP Gateway. 
This API call returns all the data the KHOMP Gateway had collected about the call. It is specifically 
looking for the “Conclusion” the KHOMP Gateway came to and the “Pattern” it used to come to that 
conclusion. Vicidial looks up the “Conclusion” and “Pattern” and takes the appropriate action.



Installing the Vicidial-KHOMP Integration:
For use with VICIdial, you will need to be on svn/trunk codebase revision 3524 or higher. you will 
also need to copy some specialized versions of some of the back-end VICIdial “bin” scripts on every 
dialer in your cluster to be able to use KHOMP properly. Before you can use these alternate scripts, you
will need to make sure there are CPAN perl modules installed that these scripts require to run on every 
dialer in your cluster. To do that, follow these instructions on the Linux command-line:

For VICIbox:
- yast (Software → Software Management)
- Search for “JSON::PP” install the only highlighed package

For other Linux:
- cpan
- install JSON::PP

For Both: Then, copy the following files on your system:
cp /usr/src/astguiclient/trunk/extras/KHOMP/KHOMP_updater.pl /usr/share/astguiclient/KHOMP_updater.pl
chmod 0777 /usr/share/astguiclient/KHOMP_updater.pl
cp /usr/src/astguiclient/trunk/extras/KHOMP/FastAGI_log.pl /usr/share/astguiclient/FastAGI_log.pl
cp /usr/src/astguiclient/trunk/extras/KHOMP/agi-VDAD_ALL_outbound.agi /var/lib/asterisk/agi-bin/agi-VDAD_ALL_outbound.agi

Notes on the above perl scripts: The ‘FastAGI_log.pl’ and ‘agi-
VDAD_ALL_outbound.agi’ scripts have had the KHOMP code integrated into the main 
codebase scripts for easier maintainability, but since the KHOMP versions require 
Perl modules that are not included in most standard Linux installs, they have 
those sections of the code commented out in the main codebase with a ‘#UC#’ in the
code. The versions of these scripts in the ‘extras/KHOMP/’ directory have these 
comments already removed, so they are ready to go for KHOMP use.

On only one dialer on your system you will need to add the following crontab entry:
* * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/KHOMP_updater.pl



Initial Configuration:

1. Make sure that the KHOMP gateway is properly setup with a valid SSL certificate from a valid 
certificate authority. The CURL application that Vicidial uses to communicate with the KHOMP
API is very restrictive when it comes to SSL. It will refuse to connect to a Self Signed SSL 
Certificate or to a server where the SSL Certificate is not properly setup. Once the KHOMP 
gateway is configured for SSL, go to the Linux Command Line for one of your dialers and run 
the following command:

dial1> /usr/bin/curl https://URL_FOR_KHOMP_SERVER

Make sure to replace URL_FOR_KHOMP_SERVER with the fully qualified domain name for 
your KHOMP server. If this returns a bunch of HTML code then SSL is configured properly. If 
it returns an error though then something is wrong with the SSL certificate on the KHOMP 
gateway.

2. Have your database administrator run the KHOMP_settings.sql file against your database. This 
will create several statuses for you as well as two settings containers.

3. On the KHOMP server create an API user (consult the KHOMP Documentation on how to do 
this).



4. In the Vicidial Admin Interface go to Admin → Setting Containers and go into the 
KHOMPSETTINGS setting container.

5. In the khomp_api_url setting change URL_FOR_KHOMP_SERVER to the fully qualified 
domain name of the KHOMP server:



6. In the khomp_api_login_url setting URL_FOR_KHOMP_SERVER to the fully qualified 
domain name of the KHOMP server:



7. In the khomp_api_user setting change API_USER to the username of the API user you created 
in KHOMP:



8. In the khomp_api_pass setting change API_PASSWORD to the password you used when 
creating the API user in KHOMP:

9. Submit the changes to the KHOMPSETTINGS setting container.
10. Go to Admin → Carriers and add a new carrier.
11. Set the Carrier ID to KHOMP.
12. Set the Carrier Name to KHOMP Gateway.



13. In the Account Entry section paste the following:

[khomp1]
type=peer
context=trunkinbound
usecallerid=yes
trustrpid=yes
sendrpid=yes
host=URL_FOR_KHOMP_SERVER
qualify=yes
insecure=port,invite
disallow=all
allow=ulaw
dtmfmode=RFC2833

Be sure to change  URL_FOR_KHOMP_SERVER to the fully qualified domain name of the 
KHOMP server.



14. In the Dialplan Entry section paste the following:

exten => _381NXXNXXXXXX,1,AGI(agi://127.0.0.1:4577/call_log)
exten => _381NXXNXXXXXX,n,Dial(SIP/khomp1/${EXTEN:2},,To)
exten => _381NXXNXXXXXX,n,Hangup()

Keep in mind that this dialplan is setup for calling within NANPA (ie The United States, 
Canada, etc). If you are calling elsewhere in the world you will need to adjust the dialplan 
appropriately. Also this dialplan uses dial prefix 38. You can change this to whatever dial prefix 
you like as long as you make the appropriate changes to the dialplan entry.

15. Press the Submit button for this carrier.
16. Change Server IP to 0.0.0.0
17. Change Active to Y
18. Press the Submit button for this carrier again.
19. Go to the Detailed View of the campaign you want to use KHOMP Analytics on.



20. Change the Dial Prefix to 38 (or whatever you altered the dialplan in the KHOMP carrier to 
use):

21. Change AMD Type to KHOMP Gateway

22. Scroll down and press the Submit button on the campaign.

Test call:

Now that KHOMP has had its initial configuration done we need to make sure it is working.
1. Go to Admin → System Settings and set Enable Campaign Test Calls to 1, then hit submit.
2. SSH to the dialer you will be testing with.
3. Run:

dial1> asterisk -r

to connect to the Asterisk Command Line interface.
4. In the Vicidial Admin interface go to the Detailed View of the campaign you configured in the 

previous section.
5. Scroll to the bottom. There should now be a section that says “Test Outbound Call”
6. Where it says code put your country code (for the US this is a 1).
7. Where it says phone number put the phone number you want to place the test call to.
8. Where it says server select the server IP of the server you are connected to Asterisk on in your 

SSH terminal.



9. Press “PLACE TEST CALL” and immediate switch to your SSH terminal and then answer the 
call.

10. You should see output similar to this in Asterisk:

The highlighted line shows where Asterisk attached the KHOMP SIP header you configured in 
the settings container.

Tuning Khomp:

KHOMP Analytics works fairly well on a fresh install, but it works far better if it has been tuned to the 
region you are calling. In order to tune it you need to coordinate with a KHOMP technician. They will 
put the system into a mode where it records the first few seconds of your calls. You then need to place 
several thousand calls through the gateway. The KHOMP technician will then have the system analyze 
the recordings and build new classification patterns for them.

Configuring Vicidial For New Patterns:

Vicidial can only handle calls from KHOMP Analytics that it knows the patterns for. If you have it 
tuned you will need to add the new patterns to Vicidial. To do so you will need to use the Vicidial 
KHOMP Admin tool. You will want to use this tool several times after KHOMP has tuned your 
gateway as some patterns might only show up very rarely.

1. Go into Reports → Admin Utilities and click on the Vicidial KHOMP Admin Tool
2. You will be presented with a tool that looks like this:



This tool will put the KHOMP Patterns that have not been classified by Vicidial on the top.
3. Click the Modify button next to one of the unclassified patterns and you will see a dialog box 

like this open:

4. Next to where it says Action there is a drop down box. Choose the action you want Vicidial to 
take when it encounters a call where KHOMP Analytics has returned this Conclusion and 
Pattern. Your choices are amdaction, cpdunknown, route, and status. Setting the action to 
amdaction will make Vicidial take the AMD Action you have configured in your campaign. 
Setting the action to cpdunknown will make Vicidial take the CPD Unknown Action you have 
defined in your campaign. Setting the action to route will make Vicidial route the call to your 
agents. Setting the action to status will make Vicidial end the call and status it as the Status you 
are about to define.

5. Next where it says Status put the status you want this call to end up as. It is important to always 
put a status here even if you have the action set to amdaction, cpdunknown, or route. There are 
rare cases where the action will not complete and this status will be used.

6. Next where it says Dial Status choose an appropriate dial status for the call. This is used for 
reporting purposes and is quite important. 

7. Next click the UPDATE button.
8. Repeat steps 3 through 7 for all of the unclassified patterns.

More KHOMP/VICIdial resources:

- For troubleshooting and some other more detailed information:
http://vicidial.org/docs/KHOMP_CPD_INTEGRATION.txt

- For paid support from the VICIdial Group with KHOMP integrations:
email <support@vicidial.com>

- For sales information on acquiring a KHOMP server:
https://www.khomp.com
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